ABSTRACT
5
(i) the melanoma cell diffusivity;
80
(ii) the primary fibroblast cell diffusivity;
81
(iii) the melanoma cell proliferation rate; and,
82
(iv) the primary fibroblast cell proliferation rate,
84
we investigate whether the solution of an appropriate mathematical model describing the co-
85
culture experiments, parameterised using data from the monoculture experiments, is able to 86 predict the patterns of spreading in a suite of co-culture experiments where both cell types are 87 present in varying ratios. The procedure that we describe can be used to quantify the extent to 88 which the interactions between the two cell types affect the co-culture experiments.
89
In summary, we present a method that can be used to identify potential interactions between 90 two different cell types. In particular, we focus on interactions between primary fibroblast cells
91
and SK-MEL-28 melanoma cells. Our hypothesis is that the rates at which these cells The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/124842 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Apr. 6, 2017;
6
The metastatic melanoma cell line, SK-MEL-28, is cultured as described previously (Haridas 102 et al., 2016). In brief, SK-MEL-28 melanoma cells are maintained in RPMI1640 medium 103 (Thermo Scientific, Australia) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS; Thermo 104 Scientific), 2 mM L-glutamine (Thermo Scientific), 23 mM HEPES (Thermo Scientific), 105 50 U/ml of penicillin and 50 μg/ml of streptomycin (Thermo Scientific). The melanoma cell 106 line is grown at 37 °C, in 5% CO2 and 95% air, and the cell line is routinely screened for 107 mycoplasma contamination. The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/124842 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Apr. 6, 2017; 8 penicillin, 50 μg/ml of streptomycin, 180 mM adenine (Sigma Aldrich, Australia), 1 μg/ml 149 insulin, 0.1 μg/ml cholera toxin (Sigma Aldrich), 0.01% non-essential amino acid solution
150
(Thermo Scientific), 5 μg/ml transferrin (Sigma Aldrich), 0.2 μM triiodothyronine (Sigma 151 Aldrich), 0.4 μg/ml hydrocortisone (Sigma Aldrich) and 10 ng/ml human recombinant 152 epidermal growth factor (EGF; Thermo Scientific). The cell suspension is carefully pipetted 153 into the barrier to ensure the cells are as evenly distributed as possible. Cells are allowed to 154 attach to the plate for 2 hours in a humidified incubator at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% air, before 155 the barriers are carefully removed (Treloar et al., 2013 One way of providing further information about cancer progression is to interpret experimental 187 observations using a mathematical model (Byrne, 2010 Before applying Eq. (1)-(2) to our experimental data set, it is useful to briefly explain the origin 236 of the PDE model and the underlying assumptions. The model was described and presented 237 by us previously . In that previous work we consider both a stochastic 238 random walk process and the associated continuum limit PDE description. In brief, the lattice 239 based random walk model describes the collective motion of a population of two potentially 240 distinct subpopulations of cells. Cells in both subpopulations undergo nearest neighbour 241 motility events, where cells attempt to step a distance of ∆, at some specified constant rate. The system of PDEs, given by Eq. (1)- (2), corresponds to a coarse-grained description of the 253 cell-to-cell crowding effects that are explicitly described in the discrete random walk model.
254
For example, the nonlinear diffusion terms in Eq. (1)-(2) correspond to hard-core exclusion in 255 the motility mechanism of the discrete model. Similarly, the nonlinear source terms in Eq. (1)-
256
(2) correspond to the proliferation mechanism of the discrete model. The metastatic melanoma cell line, SK-MEL-28 can be reliably and exclusively identified 288 using the S100 marker (Haridas et al., 2016) . However, it is challenging to identify primary The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/124842 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online  are confident in our results because there are no S100 positive cells in the primary fibroblast 306 monoculture experiment (Fig. 2(b) , (d)), and we observe an increasing proportion of S100 307 positive cells in co-culture 3 (Fig. 2(m)-(p) ), compared to co-culture 2 (Fig. 2(i)-(l) ). Similarly,
308
we observe an increasing proportion of S100 positive cells in co-culture 2 (Fig. 2(i)-(l) ), 309 compared to co-culture 1 (Fig. 2(e)-(h) ). 
351
While we observe differences in the rate of the spatial extent of the spreading of the two Comparing the time evolution of the cell density patterns in the co-culture experiments with 
Now that we have presented, and discussed, the cell density histograms for the monoculture 376 and co-culture experiments, we will further explore the similarities and differences between 377 the experiments by calibrating a mathematical model to these data. Combining our 
spatially uniform in both the fibroblast monoculture and the melanoma monoculture (Fig. 4) .
396
This region approximately corresponds to the middle third of the spreading population, and 397 hence this region is well away from the leading edge of the spreading populations. Since, (Fig. 4-5 is most sensitive at the low-density leading edge of the population, as depicted in Fig. 6(a) .
484
Results in Fig. 6(b) 
490
where SK D is increased by a factor of 20 and the differences are even more pronounced. However, these monoculture experiments are unrealistic in the sense that the spreading cancer 
provide additional information about this apparent lack of interaction, we also calibrate a 527 mathematical model to our experimental data. x ‫³-01‬ x ‫³-01‬ x ‫³-01‬
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